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Motion, Symmetry
by Carla McGill
Cold morning dirt widens out into beautiful 
distances; beyond that, motion everywhere.
Clouds accumulate into a conference of divines, 
white splashing unities of pure thought. 
Hydrothermal pools, volcanoes in the ocean depths, 
and all the earth's plates moving at will.
Farther out, grand disturbances. Dust storms 
on Mars, spectacular supernovas, and trillions 
of stars in the streams of great clusters.
Clear pathways are brief, and lifetimes 
burn and scatter while the Fbcific stretches 
out like a promise. For so much motion, 
an inward symmetry and concentration, 
and the peaceful persist like the forming infant, 
the patient tree. But even on Jupiter's 
moons, there are the cracked ice plains, 
constant turmoil on the planet's red spot.
As for the dark matter, it finds us, moving or still.
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